
               5th Grade TAG Week of April 20th  

 

Hello TAG Parents and Students! 

   In continuing our Pioneers unit, we will now turn to the arts as we 
consider how changing art movements also contribute to our world 
through innovation and new ways of thinking. The world of art is far 
reaching, so we will merely scratch the surface as we explore two art 
movements that developed during the 20th century – Cubism and Pop-Art. 
We hope that you enjoy not only learning and thinking about these 
artistic and cultural movements, but also when creating your own works 
of art. So be ready to open-up your mind and unlock that magic box each 
of you have known as creativity.  Remember, please do not hesitate to 
contact us with any questions or concerns you may have 
(kutz@fultonschools.org ) or (fragalem@fultonschools.org ).    As a 
reminder, the expectation is that you need not spend more than 60 
minutes a week on the optional TAG work as we don’t want you to be 
stressed about TAG, rather we hope you’ll enjoy what’s offered.  

Week of April 20th Virtual Lesson: 

TAG Essential Question: How do artists both create and reflect culture, 
and how have they contributed to our society as pioneers? 

1. Many of us are very aware of how music has changed through the 
decades, but sometimes we are less aware of how visual art has also 
changed. Artists strive to create something new, and when they do, they 
are often influenced by what is going on in the world around them. 
Classical art lasted for hundreds of years (and is still painted today), and 
its purpose was either instructional or for portraiture, and it was paid for 
by either very wealthy patrons or the church. Two inventions that led to 
changes in art were paint in tubes and the camera. Why do you think 
these two things would cause so much change (hints: being able to carry 
paint meant one could paint outside, and cameras “see” things 
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realistically, so why would painters want to do the same thing as a 
camera?).  

   In the early 1900’s, the first abstract (an idea that’s not concrete) art 
style known as Cubism began when George Braque and Pablo Picasso 
began painting in such a way that was far removed from the classical and 
traditional art styles of the past. They created a new way of seeing with 
our “minds-eye” rather than just realistically, and they were influenced by 
their unhappiness with much of what was going on in the world at that 
time.  

   Now, to learn more about Cubism, please go through your Class Link to 
BrainPop and type “Cubism” in the search box. Watch the movie and 
challenge yourself with the quiz and games, and then return for step 2. 
Enjoy!  https://www.brainpop.com/artsandmusic/artconcepts/cubism/ 

2.  Go ahead and view the PowerPoint “Picasso Portraits & Your own Self-
Portrait” and have fun creating your own Cubist work. Please either take 
a picture and email it to your teacher, or post it on our Teams site. I can’t 
wait to see your creations!  

3. Next we will consider another art style that, like Cubism, arose from 
rebelling against the art of the time. Pop-Art was a movement that 
actually went against the abstract works that people had started to 
accept as art and were no longer shocked by. Pop Artists felt that art had 
become too pretentious (overly self-important and too serious and 
intense), so Pop artists brought art back to the material realities of 
everyday life and to popular culture like television, magazines, and daily 
advertisements. (Do you see why it’s called Pop-Art?).  Next week you’ll 
have a chance to learn more about this form of art and once again create 
your own Pop-Art piece.  

Does anyone know who many consider to be the greatest Pop artist? 
Hint: His initials are A.W.  
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